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About This Game

A diorama is NOT a game, nor is it a demo. Simply put, a diorama is a painting you can visit with a simple goal of inspiring a
sense of wonder. They are an ideal retreat to think and be somewhere else.

In 'Blocked In' you will visit the workspace of a Russian scientist to enjoy an extraordinary view of the end of the world by
tetronimoes, that will leave you ‘Blocked In’.

Blocked In is the first entry in 'The Shoebox Diorama', an ongoing series of fantastical dioramas for VR devices by interactive
illustrator 'Daniel Ernst'. A diorama can be explored as a standalone experience or as an interconnected experience through the

‘Table of Contents’ diorama (coming soon), which serves as the central hub.

'Blocked In' was first released in late 2013 for the DK1. For many early adopters ‘Blocked In’ was their first introduction to VR
and has been one of the defining VR experiences. It also coined the term diorama for these types of VR experiences.

If you liked ‘Blocked In’ why not try other dioramas as well :
 http://store.steampowered.com/app/431370
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Title: Diorama No.1 : Blocked In
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
The Shoebox Diorama (Daniel Ernst)
Publisher:
The Shoebox Diorama
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel Core I5 4590 or AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better.

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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this new german route is simply amazing, the route looks awesome and is very detailed. the br146 that comes with it is also a joy
to drive and a joy for the eye. this route is a must have for rail fans i think. i have only noticed 1 bad thing that ruin a bit your
driving experience, and that is from time to time ( very often ) u got stuttering ( loading-in scenery in background ) while u
drive, even on high end systems. but still this route is very beautifull and fun to drive and i would recommended it!. Nice story..
Abruptly stopped development while still in Early Access, removed features right before cancelling, and took their
money/resources and ran to work on their real baby, Second Life 2. I honestly can't remember if I got this as part of a bundle,
on sale, or paid the full $10, but whatever it was... it was a waste. I should have posted this MUCH sooner, but it doesn't really
change anything either way.. Ignore the review bombers. SOLID game, SOLID RTS. Anybody who says this is not a full RTS is
likely a slack jawed 12 y\/o who didn't play the game. Same degree of units and base building aspects as the first game.
Campagn is engaging on Hard, with an interesting story, that lets you play consecutively as all three races while keeping to a
single coherent plot line.

Before each match\/mission, you select 3 heroes that have trade offs - such as one being a super-powerful mech, that isn't
available until late game, or you could pick 3 cheap heroes who are available earlier on. You also pick 3 unique abilities for your
units\/buildings like special grenades, healing auras, stealth abilities, etc. But theres also enough room to improvise and change
tactics in the match itself if you want to divert from the prematch choices. This game honestly feels more strategic than SC2 or
WC3. You also start each match with powerful defensive structures next to your base, which precludes alot of the cheesy BS
that plagues starcraft multiplayer and gives you have a chance to comeback if you fall behind.

The RTS community as well as reviewers\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the bed on this one. We created a false
narrative using the "MOBA" buzz word that turned everybody off from the onset. Sure its geared towards multiplayer... How is
this a bad thing? It still has a good campaign. Its still a fun, strategic, grim dark 40k experience. The multiplayer aspect subtracts
nothing from the equation. If DOW1 and DOW2 had not existed and THIS were the first game, it would have been the highest
reviewed RTS since SC2. I honestly think people were still mad about DOW2's total departure from RTS, and projected that
onto this game.

If you are a fan of RTS, 40k, or DOW, you should buy and support this product. The singleplayer alone is worth it.. I don't
know how to describe this game other than it is really nice. It has a heartwarming story and is enjoyable to play. The artwork is
cute. It isn't a typical Artifex Mundi game - no evil bad guys/gals - just a young boy trying to help is sister cope with her illness.
I loved it.. Best CD32 shoot-em-up I've played, uh, this year? Yeah, sounds about right.. Best first two hours of fun I've ever had
in a long time. My heart was racing the whole time, never felt this paranoid and scared for my virtual life since Golden Eye 007
on the N64.

The premise of the game is that you are a master(or in my case an ameteur) criminal that is supporting his/her
survival/aspirations the only he/she knows how: By casing soft targets and robbing their owners blind there are a few ways and
strategies to actualy pull off these risky endavours, some of them include the use of guns to neutralize threats such as security
gaurds or concerned citizens, others rely on speed and cunning to swiftly snatch and run with your loot, or by careful planning
and alot of patience, studying your environment and executing your plan flawlessly(after numerous attempts at trial and error to
succeed in the first place ofcourse).

I like the way you can actually progress from easy targets to missions that require more percision and planning. I got as far as
the diamond heist before giving up to write this review.

I highly reccomend this to anyone who's ever played stealth games, it's been a blast and though it's in alpha still it's still fun at
this stage there were no major game-breaking bugs, most of them are ironed out actually though I must say that sometimes
whenever I pick up the assault rifle the model for it disappears, but other than that little hiccup and a few pathing issues
whenever a gaurd spots me by some stairs everything else seems to work fine

In terms of reccomendations and suggestions:
-giving the gaurds more sound including footsteps and a voice would most likely make the game feel more alive
-aside from giving gaurds voices and sound it would also be nice to have them glance through the glass panes from time to time
such as the ones in the mansion
-putting a meter that increases steadily as a gaurd becomes more aware of your prescence instead of having him spot you
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immediately would also be neat
-It would also be a good idea to have them react to sounds including the dropping of glass bottles, platters aswell as sprinting
-finally they need to react to opened doors and light aswell as ways to make it difficult to spot us with, again, lighting aswell as
distance being factors of a potential spot.

this game is still In alpha I'm excited as to what more will be added or what'll change, you can almost bet I'll accept the
challenge.
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Incredible fluidity of motion and extremely satisfying gunplay. This is only going to get better as the developer continues to add
more to this game. If I had to rate this game I couldn't because it's still in early access and any score wouldn't do this justice.

A word about the developer: I have never seen someone as dedicated as Andrew. He had lost the original game to corrupted data
and rebuilt his game anew. He is constantly posting on the subreddit and discord. You can feel his passion for this project. If I
had to give the developer a score..... 19\/10. The cheeky, borderlands-esque, art stands out above the crowd of arena games and I
hope they add more content :) I'd recommend it, but only if you are hungry for a new arena game.. A 100% family-friendly
platformer puzzle. Most of the scenes are way too simple for an adult, my 6yrs old son can handle most of those on his own. The
graphics are cool though, and humour combined with the neat mechanics and all those multiple outfits (The Cardboard Box!)
would definitely tempt the kidults too.

Highly recommend this one.. This game seemed like it had a whole lot of potential and admittedly was quite amusing for the
first hour or so. After that it lost its novelty and the combinations lost their sense of logic. Very quickly turned to brute force
when it came to finding new 'recipies' and blind luck.. I PUT MONEY INTO THIS GAME
it had such POTENTIAL!
it could have been SO GOOD. if the obviously talented devs had actally tried to listen for once and maybe work on the game
once in awhile, it wouldn't have gone out so terribly. i am deeply disapointed. saddened like no other game has saddened me. it
could have been so much better. but now...

gone. This... is a TREE!

10/10 Exile 3 humor <3. Cute fast-paced match-3 with a lot of content at a very small price. You gotta keep an eye on the grid
as well as on the enemy progression, and collect mana to send fairies fight the evil. The enemies have different skills to disturb
your plans, and the playgrounds also have some particularities to spice things up. There also are bosses ! All in all, the game is
great, especially if you like match-3. It has an excellent value for the price asked, there are a lot of achievements, steam trading
cards and steam cloud. Nothing wrong here, nothing to dislike :)
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